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5 of 5 review helpful Five Stars By em Awonderful ride through fantasy 0 of 0 review helpful Better than the last By 
Jan Johansen Its probably a 3 5 star book Definitely an improvement on the last one but not back to the lofty heights 
that is characteristic of the series The good More aces and more action Social commentary is seasoning again not a 
main Perfect for old fans and new readers alike High Stakes Wild Cards delves deeper into the world of aces jokers 
and the hard boiled men and women of the Fort Freak police precinct in a pulpy page turning novel of superheroics 
and Lovecraftian horror After the concluding events of Lowball Officer Francis Black of Fort Freak vigilante joker 
Marcus The Infamous Black Tongue Morgan and ace thief Mollie Tesseract Steunenberg get stuc ldquo This is a wild 
ride of good blood pumping fun that packs a surprisingly emotional punch for a book that looks on the surface like just 
another superhero adventure rdquo Publishers Weekly Praise for the Wild Cards series Delici 
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told the paper archives and past articles from the philadelphia inquirer philadelphia daily news and philly 
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